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Born in Memphis, TN 
Lives and works in Chicago, IL

Jarvis Boyland navigates intersections of black identity through portraiture. Based on photographic 
images which the artist then reconfigures to create specific compositions, his paintings focus on 
queer men of color within intimate spaces, sensitively highlighting the nuances of these complex 
interpersonal relationships, identities, and locales. Boyland received his BFA from the University of 
Memphis in 2017. In summer 2018, he attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, 
Skowhegan, ME; and is currently the Artist-In-Residence for the Arts + Public Life and the Center 
for the Study of Race, Politics & Culture at the University of Chicago, Chicago, IL (2018-2019). 
Recent exhibitions include Monique Meloche Gallery, Chicago, IL (2018); Zevitas Marcus Gallery, Los 
Angeles, CA (2018); and Blanc Gallery, Chicago, IL (2018).

I feel the need to explore the complexities of both blackness and queerness, and the ways in which 
their intersections have shaped my experience of loving and grieving––pain and pleasure. Themes 
in my work stem from highly charged and disjointed emotions as I come to terms with self-identity 
and unpack my interpersonal sentiments towards men. The process of rejecting my southern, 
conservative, and religious upbringing has shaped the evolution of my practice. Images of lifeless 
black bodies, consequences of injustice, violence and disease are traumatizing. I want, instead, to 
question what it means for the black body to be in repose—leisurely, even limp.

My work navigates intersections of black identity through portraiture. Caught between the rock 
of racism in queer communities and the hard place of homophobia and heterosexism in black 
communities, my paintings focus on queer men of color within intimate spaces. I am interested in the 
domestic space as the foundation of social ideologies. I think of the black home as an incubator that 
molds the facade of black masculinity.

Sensitively rendered, I emphasize the idealization of intimacy and favor the nuances of depicting 
men who show simultaneous moments of confidence, charisma, apprehension, and insecurity 
within these secluded spaces. Based on photographs–my paintings are embedded with complex 
sentiments, memories, essence, the figures and objects that inform my compositions become 
abstracted in the transcription of information. The correspondence between the two mediums, for 
me, expresses the awkwardness and discomfort felt in both fond and deeply intimate relationships.  

          --Javis Boyland
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Jarvis Boyland, Common House, 2019, oil on canvas, 60 x 72 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, Common House, 2019, oil on canvas, 60 x 72 inches



Jarvis Boyland, D’Angelo, 2019, oil on canvas, 20 x 20 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, D’Angelo, 2019, oil on canvas, 20 x 20 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Expectations, 2019, oil on canvas, 72 x 60 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, Expectations, 2019, oil on canvas, 72 x 60 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Bluff, 2019, oil on canvas, 72 x 72 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, Bluff, 2019, oil on canvas, 72 x 72 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Keenan, 2019, oil on canvas, 20 x 20 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, Keenan, 2019, oil on canvas, 20 x 20 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Saturday Morning, 2018
Oil on canvas, 60 x 72 inches



Detail of Saturday Morning, 2018



Jarvis Boyland, Before Brazil, Robert, 2018
Oil on canvas, 24 x 24 inches



Detail of Before Brazil, Robert, 2018



Jarvis Boyland, Untitled, 2018
Oil on canvas, 60 x 72 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Study of a figure in recline, 2017
Oil on canvas, 20 x 20 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Hold Still, 2017
Oil on canvas, 60 x 72 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Before Brazil, Mark, 2018
Oil on canvas, 24 x 24 inches



Detail of Before Brazil, Mark, 2018



Jarvis Boyland, Feels like We only go backwards (Pulse), 2017
Oil on canvas, 72 x 96 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Untitled (Crease in My neck), 2017
Oil on canvas, 20 x 20 inches



Detail of Untitled (Crease in My neck), 2017



Jarvis Boyland, Study for “Common House”, 2019
Oil, pastel and color pencil on paper, 40 x 26 inches, framed 43 1/8 x 29 3/8 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, Study for “Common House”, 2019
Oil, pastel and color pencil on paper, 40 x 26 inches, framed 43 1/8 x 29 3/8 inches



Jarvis Boyland, How do I get to Heaven from here? (after Roy Gonsalves), 2019
Oil, pastel and color pencil on paper, 40 x 26 inches, framed 43 1/8 x 29 3/8 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, How do I get to Heaven from here? (after Roy Gonsalves), 2019
Oil, pastel and color pencil on paper, 40 x 26 inches, framed 43 1/8 x 29 3/8 inches



Jarvis Boyland, Study for “Expectations”, 2019
Oil, pastel and color pencil on paper, 40 x 26 inches, framed 43 1/8 x 29 3/8 inches



 detail: Jarvis Boyland, Study for “Expectations”, 2019



On Hold:, April 6 - May 23, 2019, Kohn Gallery, Los Angeles
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On Hold:, April 6 - May 23, 2019, Kohn Gallery, Los Angeles



May 18, 2019
By Christopher Knight
LOS ANGELES TIMES

REVIEW: JARVIS BOYLAND’S DIVA PAINTINGS STRIKE A FINE POSE

Diva painting might be its own notable genre, given such exceptional practitioners as Kurt Kauper and Marilyn 
Minter. Their work doesn’t merely show as vivid, dramatic subject matter an array of imperious opera singers, 
fashion models, Hollywood icons at home or sex-tape-style celebrities-in-the-making. Instead, it forthrightly 
asserts that, in an era in which any form of art-making is possible, painting is a diva too.

Now, add Jarvis Boyland to the roster.

At Kohn Gallery, where the young Memphis-born, Chicago-based artist is having a fine solo debut, five paintings 
and three preparatory drawings insist that attention must be paid. Working from photographs, Boyland 



assembles boudoir compositions of millennial men. The imagery gives liberating new meaning to the fraught 
Western art tradition of the odalisque or harem slave.

The young men loll in rumpled beds, a hand placed carefully on a knee or beneath a chin, a glance directing 
an observer’s eye, lips always sealed in resolute silence. These photorealist painted pictures and colored-pencil 
drawings look like the results of a commercial photo-shoot. (The popular Netflix series “Pose” could be its back-
story.) Style is high.

What’s being advertised in these homoerotic arrangements are queer, poised, self-possessed men. What’s also 
being advertised is the potentially powerful practice of painting.

Boyland is a gifted colorist. Broad expanses of rich, modulated color dominate the backgrounds, expertly 
coordinated with the foreground clothing — a florid Japanese kimono, emerald pajamas piped in pink, a royal 
blue bathrobe open over a violet T-shirt.

The men are black, their skin color sliding from deep brown and ochre through gold, rose and lavender blue. 
From body to surrounding environment to canvas, Boyland’s jewel-tone palette underscores the artifice oozing 
from the figures’ meticulous poses. It’s diva deluxe.



May 17, 2019
By Tre’vell Anderson
OUT

THIS BLACK GAY ARTIST UNAPOLOGETICALLY MAKES BLACK, GAY PORTRAITS

“I really don’t care about the white gaze at all,” Jarvis Boyland said.

There’s something different about Jarvis Boyland’s work. Walking the exhibition rooms of Los Angeles’ Kohn 
Gallery — where Boyland’s “On Hold:” exhibit is on view through Thursday, May 23 — I was arrested by 
his portraits of Black queer men. Though simple and straightforward, there’s a complexity in the color story, 
particularly in his subject’s skin tones. They were rich and nuanced and complex, both imagined and realistic, 
and unlike any paintings I’ve come into contact with.

Three days later, I shared these observations with the artist-in-residence at University of Chicago over the phone. 
“I think Black flesh is so complex,” he said, “and it’s so beautiful.”Boyland is a gifted colorist. Broad expanses of 
rich, modulated color dominate the backgrounds, expertly coordinated with the foreground clothing — a florid 
Japanese kimono, emerald pajamas piped in pink, a royal blue bathrobe open over a violet T-shirt.



The men are black, their skin color sliding from deep brown and ochre through gold, rose and lavender blue. 
From body to surrounding environment to canvas, Boyland’s jewel-tone palette underscores the artifice oozing 
from the figures’ meticulous poses. It’s diva deluxe.

“And ‘Black’ just can’t even begin to describe all of the many shades and hues that I see when I look at Black flesh. 
So, I try to render the flesh [by] sort of really looking at it, really feeling it, and really making it all a compliment, 
complimenting the people [pictured],” the 24-year old said.

“Jarvis Boyland: On Hold:” is the Memphis native’s first solo exhibition and includes a suite of new paintings. (It’s 
displayed in the gallery alongside Heidi Hahn’s “Burn Out in Shredded Heaven.”) Ahead of its close, we spoke 
about the importance of portraiture, centering Black queer bodies in our intimate spaces, and from where he gets 
his inspiration.

Talk to me about how you first got interested in paintings.

My mom says that I’ve been creating since the age of three. And I do remember being that kid who was always 
with a coloring book, and sort of immediately coloring inside of the lines, even at that age. It’s just something 
that I kept with and I would just draw little things and go to museums as a kid. Ultimately, I went to a creative 
and performing arts school for middle school that honed my ability to use different mediums to create subjects 
and narratives.

I believe the first show that I saw was a Degas show at the [Dixon Gallery & Gardens] museum in Memphis. 
Degas was an impressionist, painting these ballet dancers. I took a liking to that, because, obviously, I was just a 
little gay kid. I think from then on I became really serious about it and that led to pursuing art and painting and 
drawing in high school, and then I decided to major in painting and drawing as an undergrad.

How would you say being from Memphis has inspired you and inspired your work?

It’s definitely embedded into everything that I make and do, and the person that I am. But it’s a fraught 
relationship. I am very grateful for my southern upbringing, and I wouldn’t trade it for the world, but with that 
came a lot of tension and awkwardness around conversations dealing with homosexuality, being raised by a 
Christian, Baptist family. A lot of that discomfort and ambivalence is fueled by my relationship to the South. But, 
on the other hand, I think a lot of sensibilities towards domesticity and grooming are things that I value, and I’m 
thankful for my grandmother, and my mom, and my aunts who sort of instilled those [in me].

You mentioned domesticity. For this show, the majority of the paintings take place in a bedroom. And I was 
looking into some of your other work, and they all center primarily on Black men in apartments or bedrooms or 
their homes. What about that type of space intrigues you?



That goes back to my upbringing in the South, and the sort of myopic idea that I had about what could be a 
domestic union. I always viewed that as being a man and a woman, my parents, until I went to Chicago. I was a 
Mellon fellow at the Art Institute of Chicago in 2015 and then I began meeting these Black, gay men, and being 
invited to their homes, and being really floored that gay men were living together. Around that time was when 
gay marriage was also legalized, so I was really fueled by that, and then fueled by the Pulse Nightclub shooting 
in 2016… I was just thinking of how home can both be embodied through the figures, and how home literally 
could be interpreted and reimagined through these paintings for myself.

So many of the pieces in this particular show, they’re so rich and so vibrant. Like, even the way you colored all of 
their skin tones. How did you come to that idea, to finding those particular colors?

At this moment, and I think this work has been kind of a catalyst for that, I’m really focused on the ‘70s as this 
time of sexual promiscuity that predates the AIDS epidemic of the ‘80s... I’m really interested in that palette and 
that monotone way of both furnishing the home, but also in terms of apparel, and then using these Black, gay 
bodies to be representations. But also, with that, I think we also must think about statistics relating to Black, gay 
bodies and HIV.

And then as someone, obviously, thinking and making a living in 2019, I’m trying to sort of merge these times 
through the work, creating both somewhat fictitious scenes that I also want to elevate. Through the color, I think 
you’re able to understand that these scenes are real, but there’s a sense of idealism, there’s a sense of imagination, 
there’s a sense of time being suspended and contemplated. But also there’s the light source in those paintings, 
which is the candles that I wanted to sort of make larger than they physically are in the works.

Alongside the paintings are drawings of the same works. What would you say is the utility and the importance 
for you of having them displayed too?

This work started at a residency I did this summer, at the Skowhegan School of Painting and Culture in Maine. 
That was a nine week program and the conditions were really just so extreme that it was impossible for me to 
paint anything while I was there, so I took advantage of that time to draw, to take a break from painting, to think, 
to enjoy my summer. The drawings sort of became a way that I could sort of creep back into painting when I got 
back to Chicago.

But also I often talk about sensitively rendering Black flesh in my work in the drawings, but like more of a way in 
which you can see that. I think there’s a softness and a delicacy to the way that I’m approaching the flesh there — 
using a different material, color pencil and oil pastel, to achieve something on a much more intimate scale than 
the paintings have, even though I feel that they are intimate on that sort of grander scale. The drawings, I think, 
have allowed me to think about other ways that I could achieve that effect, which is something that I haven’t 
done or exhibited before this show.

Who are the men featured in show to you?



D’Angelo [Lovell Williams is] a good friend of mine. Cameron Clayborn is also the other guy in the scenes of 
three, and they were both artists at Skowhegan with me this summer. Just through talking with them, it became 
clear that we all grew up in the South and had spent some time in Memphis. I wanted to make this work with 
them because to, again, talk about this relationship to the South without it necessarily being overt. And then also, 
I just [wanted to push against] this idea of competition and rivalry, which is just the nature of this residency, and 
I think that can be present amongst a group of artists in this seemingly successful, popular time of making and 
creating, in the age of internet. Then that other guy, Keenan, is my boyfriend.

I also want to say that I think it’s important to position Black men in my work considering one another, as 
opposed to non-Black bodies, because that’s just not a conversation that I feel is ultimately more important. I 
think about the idealization of intimacy, and the radical notion of Black men loving one another still being a 
radical act in 2019.



April 9, 2019
By Christopher Andrew Armstrong
FLAUNT

Q&A | JARVIS BOYLAND AT KOHN GALLERY

Growing up in the South isn’t easy. Not only do you have to deal with the overbearing humidity during the 
summers, but there’s also the sea of neighboring red states which blanket the United States map each election 
cycle, the conservative attitudes polluting a majority of its residents, and, of course, the reality of the South’s ugly 
history which you must confront each time you’re walking down the street and see a Confederate flag posted on 
a neighbor’s porch. The burdens of living there are even heavier when you’re a person of color, or, heaven forbid, 
your sexuality is anything other than hetero. Jarvis Boyland, an emerging black, queer artist from Memphis, 
Tennessee, currently based in Chicago, experienced these burdens throughout his childhood. Instead of allowing 
the discomfort of his background and surroundings to overwhelm him, he’s using them as catalysts for his work. 



Boyland’s most outstanding pieces focus on intimate portraits of queer, black men in the comfort of domestic 
settings, free from the prejudices which follow them throughout their life. Although relaxed, by deconstructing 
their anxieties, the men are inherently defiant in their abode. On Saturday, April 6th, Kohn Gallery opened 
On Hold:, an exhibition, which, in conjunction with NY-based artist Heidi Hahn’s stellar show, Burn Out in 
Shredded Heaven, continues on until May 23rd. Flaunt had the lovely opportunity to chat with Boyland on his 
experiences growing up in the South, the inspiration behind his work, and the power behind portraiture. 

How has your experience growing up queer and black in the South impacted your work? Are there any figures in 
particular from whom you’ve drawn inspiration? 
 
I was coming of age in this very polarizing, oppressive, and truly depressing part of the country where I didn’t 
feel comfortable expressing who I might like to be…I didn’t have community in the way that I define it today...I 
would say that the stiffness and discomfort of the figures in my work are about more than that stagnant state of 
oil painting; they are imbued with my southern identity…I was just thinking this morning about the gay men I 
knew growing up were at church. Two of them have since passed from AIDS– there was this clear but unclear 
acknowledgment of their sexuality in a church that was very conservative…but in retrospect I wonder what it 
was like for them growing up in this rural part of Tennessee my family referred to as “the country.” I think I’ve 
always been inspired those early memories, those social encounters that groomed a peculiar southern Baptist 
pageantry or what I often mention as “limpness.”
 
I’m curious to know more about the process to create these intimate works. Did you base them directly from 
photographs? If so, did you take the photographs? Are you all posing deliberately or did you hope to take 
snapshots more organically? What was the timeline?
 
I see the home as this incubator that molds the facade of black masculinity and our social teachings…In the 
series On Hold: the idea of a Slumber Party was stuck in my head for some time. I’m fixed on this idea of leisure 
and depicting the black body in repose rather than lifeless as a consequence of injustice, drugs, and disease that 
greatly affect black people.

The posing is pretty organic but I take hundreds because sometimes really beautiful and interesting poses will 
happen in between shots….I want to create these really grand scenes that together contribute to that thematic 
narrative, like film stills….I love the transcription of the information from photo to painting, its fun to recreate 
and collage from a host of source images…I only paint people that I know and so its a special clarity that I think 
comes through in the paintings.
 
You employ lots of color, yet it doesn’t overwhelm. What drives this subtlety and how do you achieve this 
balance?

I had really brilliant painting professors at the University of Memphis, namely Amelia Briggs who demanded 
that we spend an hour looking at the still lives we were painting and mixing color, even colors that didn’t make 
sense and try to use it all before the session was over…I am forever moved by the works of David Hockney, 
Barkley Hendricks, Kerry James Marshall or photographers like Tina Barney. I love fashion editorials, movies 



and just my surroundings honestly, small things on the bus or walking down the street are inspiring. I try to bring 
all those influences into the work.
 
These works not only depict you, but also fellow artists D’Angelo Williams and Cameron Clayborn. I understand 
you went to Skowhegan School of Painting & Sculpture together. What led you to bring them in?

I knew of D’Angelo and his work through a mutual friend of ours and then we finally met and were roommates 
at Skowhegan so it was really obvious to include him. D’Angelo’s understanding of family, home, identity I think 
is very similar to my own. He just knew what to do when we started taking the photographs it was amazing, 
that confidence is clear in the portraits of him. Cameron I meet a few weeks before Skowhegan at an opening in 
Chicago, so basically I spent a great deal of time with them both and we all have this relationship to the south, 
Memphis, Tennessee specifically and so yeah, we just started making work with each other at Skowhegan. It feels 
really serendipitous that we shared that time, that landscape together.
 
Why is portraiture powerful for you and for these paintings?
 
I am committed to depicting the lives and experiences of queer black men and the radical notion of them 
considering–loving one another in my work. At Skowhegan, I was introduced to the Other Countries anthology 
through the work of Tiona Nekkia McClodden…these experiences and conversations have been the catalyst for a 
lot of the work I’ve made.

Painting is my way of celebrating people while they are here. The men I paint are real, they are people that I know, 
trust and admire. They are my friends and lovers. I think portraiture at large scale feels close to measuring the 
depths of our vulnerability, our complexity, that’s powerful.



April 2, 2019
By Hannah Edgar, Dana Bassett and Claire Voon
CHICAGO MAGAZINE

ARTISTS ON THE VERGE
GET TO KNOW THESE LOCAL EMERGING STARS BEFORE EVERYONE ELSE DOES. 

Jarvis Boyland came of age in the era of marriage equality but also of tragedies like the Pulse nightclub shooting 
and high-profile cases of police brutality. So if you sense a certain anxiety underpinning the Memphis-born 
24-year-old’s dream-like depictions of black queer home life, you aren’t imagining it. “I’m into the staging of 
the domestic and what these scenes of leisure can evoke,” he says. His 2017 painting Feels Like We Only Go 
Backwards (Pulse) captures such a moment, at once quotidian and miraculous. “Pulse is me awakening to the 
possibilities of building a life with a queer partner in Chicago — something I couldn’t do in the South.”




